Edge Data Center

So you’re exploring
edge computing
requirements?

Like many innovative organizations, that decision opens you up to new possibilities — and
challenges. This shift can enable you to deliver new compelling services, if you can deal with
the implications of designing, deploying, and maintaining edge computing capacity. That isn’t
easy — whether you have a few sites or thousands.
There are a few ways forward. You could possibly
do everything yourself, if you’re willing to accept a
steep learning curve and cope with local
complexities and the likelihood of unforeseen
challenges. Or you could choose an expert partner
to help, one that has leading-edge products,
customized service offerings, and global reach to
make your emerging edge infrastructure easy.

Vertiv global solutions is that partner.
We will work with you from developing the initial
requirements all the way through project
execution. With Vertiv, you have access to the
breadth of our portfolio as well as the depth of our
experience and our discipline specific partners.
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Our portfolio spans power, thermal and
infrastructure management products, software
and solutions, and is complemented by a network
of nearly 250 service centers worldwide.

We leverage and customize industry-leading
products including SmartMod™ and
SmartMod Infrastructure, and can interact with
state, local, and federal officials as required.
With Vertiv global solutions, you’ll be able to implement dozens
or hundreds of uniquely customized modular edge data centers
that are built to maximize your flexibility, improve scale, and boost
your efficiency.
yyWe configure and validate your solutions before delivery with
our cross-discipline engineering team of more than 60 at our
centers of excellence.
yyWe enable an agile response to un-forecasted demand,
with shortened deployment times.
yyWe manage your project by using a mix of Vertiv expertise
and discipline-specific partners, simplifying your mission
critical challenges and allowing you to focus on your
core business.

Flexibility

Scalability

Efficiency

WE MAKE MISSION CRITICAL EASY.
Whatever you require, Vertiv global solutions
keeps your systems running — and your
business moving.
Our combination of experience and resources allows us to better
adapt to what’s needed, anticipate what’s next and continue to
find solutions in ways other companies simply can’t.
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